Millefleur Satchel

STEP-BY-STEP PHOTOS BY BOBBIN AND FRED

Cut the canvas out on the lines using craft scissors, trimming
any nubs of plastic off so the edges are smooth. Take care to
note where to cut the threads with a craft knife on the strap
pieces and on the main pocket; cut carefully with a sharp knife
on a cutting mat.

Make sure all of the tent stitches are facing the same direction.
This photo shows how the stitching will look on the front and
at the back.

After all these pieces have been stitched up to the areas marked
in black that are to be left unstitched for now, tent stitch the
sides and bottom with Storm Blue.

Join the sides to the bottom so they make one continuous piece
(side, bottom, side). To do this, overlap the two layers of canvas
by eight threads (seven holes) and continue stitching. Leave
the two marked rectangles at the top of each side unstitched.

Stitch the strap connectors with Storm Blue (1722)
following the stitch graph, leaving two rows unstitched at
both short ends.

Insert the strap connector through one of the D rings and fold
it over with the tent stitch facing out. Bring the ends together
and centre them four threads up from the bottom of the
unstitched area on the side panel.

Work the tent stitch through the base of the canvas and the
bottom holes of the two ends of the connector, with several
stitches below and above.

Continue working the tent stitch through the three layers
(base layer and two strap connector layers) and for several
stitches below and above the strap connector to secure it
into place. At the corners of the stitch connectors, pass
the needle through three times so the yarn fully covers the
corners of the canvas.

When the stitching is complete over the strap connector area,
no bare canvas should be visible on the connector or in its
vicinity at all. Attach the second strap connector to the other
side in the same way.

Stitch the clasp squares with Storm Blue (1722) following the
stitch graph. Overcast the outside edge of both of the squares.

Overcast the inside edges of the square with the slots cut, this
time pass the needle through each hole once.

Line up the male half of the magnetic clasp with the holes
on the stitched square and push the clasp through the holes
into place.

Turn it over and slide on the metal plate (it comes with the
clasp) and then fold over the two arms. Use the handle of the
pliers to apply the force to protect your fingers.

Overcast the cut slots on the main pocket, pass through each
hole once.

Line up the female half of the magnetic clasp with the slots in
the main pocket and push the arms through.

Slide on the metal plate and fold the arms of the clasp over
as before.

Stitch the full square over the back of the female half of the
clasp on the inside of the main pocket. Use polyester sewing
thread and backstitch. Go round a few times so it’s really secure.
Pass the needle underneath the stitches but over the canvas
threads so the backstitch is hidden by the yarn tent stitches.

Stitch the square with the male half of the clasp attached to
the back of the satchel’s flap. Line up the middle stitch of the
square with the back of the middle stitch of the main pattern
on the front of the flap and also line it up horizontally with
the backs of the first row of the design. Again, pass the needle
underneath the stitches but over the canvas threads so the
backstitch is hidden by the yarn tent stitches.

The Satchel Pockets: Mark the centre thread on the outer edges of the bottom panel, the back and the middle of both pockets
and tie a contrasting thread there.

Line up the centre markers of the bottom of the satchel, the
bottom of the inside pocket and one side of the bottom panel.
The satchel back and flap will be face down, the inside pocket
will be face up and the bottom will be face up too.

Overcast the pieces together using Raspberry (1023), sew
through each hole two times. You’ll pass through three layers
of canvas to join the pieces together (the bottom, the inside
pocket and the back of the bag). Join the pieces by working the
overcast from the left of the centre markers all the way round
to the top of the left hand side of the bag and then overcast
from the right of the centre marker to the top of the right hand
side. This ensures a really nice finish.

Line up the centre markers of the main pocket with the other
side of the bottom panel. The main pocket will be facing up, as
will the inside of the satchel.

Overcast in the same way using Storm Blue (1722). Add some
extra stitches at the corners to ensure they’re entirely covered
with stitches, if necessary.

You may need to ease the last side so all of the edges of the
main pocket line up at the top. To do this, overcast stitch a few
holes near the top of the right hand side to secure it into place.

Work round towards these stitches from the centre marker. To
start a new thread while closing the pocket, wrap the yarn ends
inside the overcast stitch as it is sewn. In this photo the yarn
tails next to the needle belong to the length of yarn that’s run
out and the new length of yarn to stitch with.

The threads of the canvas should meet and match on the
bottom panel and the side panel. If they do, they should meet
nicely all the way up to the top of the pieces. Overcast all of the
exposed edges of the satchel flap using Storm Blue (1722).

Work the overcast stitches as normal, taking care that the
thread wraps over the yarn tails and traps them inside the
stitch. Continue working the overcast stitch, while gently
easing the pieces together.

MAKING AND ASSEMBLING THE STRAPS:
Using Storm Blue, stitch to join on the short edges one short
piece (71 x 7 threads) to the only long piece (91 x 7 threads)
and then join the short piece with the rounded end to the long
so the three pieces of canvas make one long length (short,
long, short with rounded end). When you join the pieces overlap the canvas by six threads (five holes). Join the two remaining short pieces together, again on the short edges. Ensure that
the piece with the slot cut in it is at one end.
Overcast the outer edges of both lengths using Storm Blue
(1722). At the opposite end to the rounded edge leave a gap of
four stitches, overcast six stitches and leave a gap of another
four stitches before overcasting the short edge. You’ll use the
unstitched holes to join the straps to the D rings. Do the same
the opposite end to the piece with the slot cut.

At the end with the slot, overcast the short edge at the end
using Storm Blue (1722), leave four stitches, then overcast
thirteen and leave three or four unstitched, passing through
each hole twice.

Overcast the square holes in the tongue end of the strap using
Storm Blue (1722), passing the needle through each hole once.

Overcast the slot with Storm blue (1722), sew each hole once.

Fold the last rectangle of canvas (24 x 2 threads) into a loop,
overlapping the ends by five threads (four holes) and use the
mini binder clip to hold the loop. Using Storm Blue (1722),
stitch the canvas together to make a loop.

Overcast the raw edges, passing the needle through each
hole twice.

Slide the loop onto the slotted end of the strap and then slide
on the buckle so that the buckle’s prong goes through the slot.

Fold the canvas over the buckle and loop so the backs of the
stitches are touching. Overcast the remaining holes you’ve
matched up to join them together using Storm Blue (1722),
sew through each hole twice.

Do both sides to finish attaching the buckle. This is how it’ll
look from the back.

Pass the rounded end of the other strap piece through the
buckle and loop. This is how it’ll look when you’ve fastened
the strap.

Attach the strap to the satchel by threading one end of the
strap through a D ring. Fold the canvas so the backs of the
stitches are touching and overcast the edges together, sew
through each hole twice. To move the needle from one side to
the other, pass it under the backs of the stitches.
Spray the completed satchel with a waterproofing spray to
protect it from the element and oils on your skin. Before you
spray, wrap the metal components with tissue. The satchel can
be gently sponge-washed and resprayed.

